BEST BOOKS: Growing in Christ
BIBLE Make sure you are reading the Bible. That must come first.
Dig Deeper: Tools for Understanding God's Word (220 .6 BEYNON) Each chapter has
a different "tool" to understand better what the Bible is saying, followed by a short
Bible study showing how it works.

BELIEFS
The Difficult Doctrine of the Love of God (231 CARSON) When you understand the true nature of God's
love, you come to understand him and his unending love for you more completely.
Christian Beliefs: Twenty Basics Every Christian Should Know (230 GRUDEM) Here are
simple answers to all the basics, solid but short and easy to read. Also available as a kit
for small groups (K-DVD CHRISTIAN)
Putting Amazing Back Into Grace (230 HORTON) In a conversational tone, this goes deep
into the Gospel and its implications for our lives.
Cold-Case Christianity: A Homicide Detective Investigates the Claims of the Gospels
(239 WALACE) Learn to defend your faith like a crime detective.
The Reason for God: Belief in an Age of Skepticism (239 KELLER) Answers the most
common doubts of today’s skeptics.

LIVING & GROWING
Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life / Donald Whitney (248.26 WHITNEY) Learn how the spiritual
disciplines will help you grow in godliness, with practical suggestions for cultivating them.
Praying Backwards: Transform Your Prayer Life by Beginning in Jesus’
Name (248.32 CHAPELL) Learning what it means to pray in Jesus’ name
will transform our prayer life.
Just Do Something: A Liberating Approach to Finding God's Will (248.27
DeYOUNG) God doesn’t play hide and seek with his will for us – settle
down, make choices, and do the hard work of seeing them through.

CLASSICS TO KNOW
Desiring God (248.4 PIPER) Delighting in God is both our greatest
pleasure and foremost duty.
The Holiness of God (231 SPROUL) We don’t really know God until we
understand his holiness.
Knowing God (231 PACKER) Right living must grow out of right
understanding.
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